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Not for independent self-study, this study guide and compilation of important resources
includes:The full text of the Forty Hadeeth, including an-Nawawee's Introduction, and Ibn
Rajab's additional eight narrations, laid out in Arabic and English, side by side, in over 100
pages.A very helpful "Personal Progress Tracker."Five multiple choice quizzes on the meanings
of the narrations, and one comprehensive exam, with answer keys.Five memorization quizzes,
and one comprehensive memorization test.An "Isnaad" (chain of transmission) for the text, back
to the author himself, spanning nearly eight centuries.A complete, uninterrupted Arabic text of
the Forty Hadeeth. (fully voweled)Another complete, uninterrupted Arabic text, stripped of
voweling, to promote Arabic mastery.A complete manuscript of the Forty Hadeeth, chosen for
beginner students, to facilitate graduation from reading the Arabic text fully voweled, to
unvoweled, to the actual manuscript. (A major increase in confidence in the learner, in shaa'
Allah!)Detailed wall-through of how to access free online recordings of lessons explaining the
text.
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NM, “Notebook style with text. This is good for having all your notes in one place with the
Hadith’s text (Arabic and English) available with your notes. This is the bulk of the book. It helps
students be organized and have everything in one place. The recordings that go along with the
book are great. Some additional references are available in the book such as questions at the
end of the fifty hadiths, but not after each hadith. I would love to see the multiple choice
questions available after every hadith, along with one or two open ended discussion questions
to help learners critically think and draw textual understandings. Overall a good resource to help
you study the 40 hadiths of imam Al-nawawi.”

F, “Another fine classical work! Highly recommended!. This has been skilfully complied and
translated into the English language.A must for anyone starting there journey on seeking Islamic
knowledge regarding the authentic traditions of the Prophet Muhammad sihT.ملسو هيلع هللا ىلص classical work
has some of the most important traditions (ahadeeth) from the the Prophet Muhammad ملسو هيلع هللا ىلص and a
must read for anyone looking to learn the beautiful etiquette of the last messenger sent by the
creator of the worlds away from all the false information out there.If you sincerely want to learn
Islamic traditions read this book!Online classes available to accompany the book too!”

Nurun, “Everyone needs this user friendly and easy to track your learning book.. An absolutely
fantastic book. Easy to read and follow, understand, memorise and review ones own learning.
Recommend it to anyone who wishes to learn about the hadiths but struggles. May We all be
guided with beneficial knowledge. Can’t thank the author enough for this amazing book. May
Allah reward him for his efforts and striving to make it easy for us. Thank you.”

nlw, “Excellent. Once again another amazing workbook by ustaadh Moosaa Richardson  الله حفظه
each one keeps getting better than the last.  بارك. اللهمI really enjoyed the questions.”

SS, “MashaAllah. Beautiful book with so many different elements - notes sections, quizzes and
more. Allah reward your efforts and increase you Aameen”

Bilan, “Worth the purchase. Excellent”

The book by Moosaa Richardson has a rating of 5 out of 4.9. 170 people have provided
feedback.
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